Gallagher
Forecourt Graphic Solutions
Gallagher compliments fuel pump manufacture by providing a service of professional digital printing and
application of graphics on fuel dispensing equipment.
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Durable graphic solutions are
manufactured and applied in-house by
Gallagher using materials specifically
designed for forecourts.
Vinyl printing solutions are now available for forecourt equipment from Gallagher.

THE FIRST IMPRESSION CREATED BY A
FORECOURTS APPEARANCE CAN
EITHER ATTRACT OR DETER A
MOTORIST.

Effective use of visual branding can
make the difference when luring a
potential customer to your service
station. Encourage motorists to take a
break from their journey to fill up and buy
refreshments through the successful use
of imagery on fuel dispensers. The more
welcoming your forecourt, the more loyal
to your brand customers are likely to be.
Gallagher’s forecourt graphic solutions
are crafted with decades of experience
in the retail fuel industry to bring out the
best in your petrol station. Our dedicated
team of expert vinyl technicians use
state-of-the-art equipment to offer
complete end-to-end services, including
professional digital printing, cutting, and
application.
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CONSISTENCY OF APPLICATION AND
COLOUR

Graphic films are precisely applied in
a modern ISO9001 certified factory
environment, free from dust, dirt and
moisture. The high level of application
consistency achieved is beneficial for any
site additions or potential damage repairs
in the future. With an extensive colour
range, Gallagher produces vivid, detailed
prints in richer and more consistent
colours. Your service station will always
adhere to the correct colour scheme,
because the right branding sells.

PROVEN PERFORMANCE

The quality of Gallagher decals have
been proven by standing the test of time
throughout Australia, New Zealand and
the Pacific Islands. Your maintenance
costs are noticeably reduced thanks to
the longevity of our graphics. The high
performance vinyl film and powerful

adhesive used have been especially
chosen because they last in the harsh
operating environment of the forecourt.
With a strong resistance to solvents,
chemicals, scratches and varying
temperatures, our reliable graphics
also boast UV stabilised protection and
excellent outdoor durability.
QUALITY MANUFACTURE

With our own specialist in-house vinyl
printing facility and dedicated dual highvolume paint spray booths, Gallagher
manufacture graphics using only the
highest industrial grade materials.
With all materials and workmanship
guaranteed you can be assured your
company’s signage will be catered for with
impeccable quality.

SINGLE POINT OF CONTACT

ABOUT GALLAGHER GROUP

Gallagher is the single point of contact
for manufacturing and supplying a
fully dressed pump. In line with LEAN
manufacturing principals, we apply
graphics to fuel dispensers during the
production process. Customer lead-time
is reduced by eliminating double-handling;
no separate decal supply or application
is needed. Fuel dispensing equipment
arrives on location ready for install,
without causing time consuming site
disruption and additional cost. Your entire
package is being catered for all in one
place, leave it to the professionals.

Gallagher is a global leader in the
innovation and design of customer
inspired technology solutions for
Fuel Systems, Security and Animal
Management. Inspired by CEO/Chairman,
Sir William Gallagher, the company’s
relentless innovation has redefined what’s
possible for customers since 1938. One
of the most successful private companies
in New Zealand, Gallagher employs over
1000 staff worldwide building enduring
partnerships across 130 countries. Our
success can be credited to a customer
centric approach to research and
development with a strong focus on enduser needs.

Visually
enhancing life
on the move,
Gallagher
solutions are
designed to
bring out the
best in your
service station.
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GALLAGHER FUEL SYSTEMS LTD
2 Station Road, Marton 4710, New Zealand.
PO Box 308, Marton 4741, New Zealand.
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TEL +64 6 327 0060

EMAIL fuelsystems@gallagher.com
www.gallagher.com

